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Finding The Best VR 
Porn Fit For You: 

Virtual Reality (or VR) porn has become so prolific over 
the past few years, we’re pretty sure it’s kicking out the 
gaming industry when it comes to company and content 

releases! Just goes to show you the power of porn and the 
determined creativity behind it’s many amazing creators and 
crew members.But, as with any porn, not all VR porn is created 
equal. If you want the best of the best you might have to slog 
through a few VR flops before finding a fit that was ‘virtually’ 
made for you.Well, that or just check through our list of the top 
20 best VR sites currently out there. We feel confident that at 
least one of these sites will cater to your every immersive need. 

About the author:

Emmeline Peaches, PhD, is a professional self-lover and sex toy 
aficionado with a lot to say about rainbow dildos and vibrating 
aubergines. She’s also a strong advocate for sex positivity, minority 
visibility, and bringing a discerning eye in to the bedroom (and 
wherever else adult products might appear).

Through her site, EmmelinePeachesReviews.com, Emmeline 
has amassed a global following, and has been featured in Elle, 
Cosmopolitan, and as part of a Channel 4 mini-series.

When not talking sex, Emmeline likes to run and read (not at the 
same time), and enjoy a nice cup of herbal tea.

Dr. Emmeline Peaches

Sexpert



ABOUT KIIROO                                                                       
We’re a fast growing tech company wedged between 
Amsterdam’s business and red light district, so it seems 
appropriate that we spend our days making toys. As 
leaders in the sex tech / teledildonics industry since 
2013, we work at the intersection of technology and 
human interest. We innovate to keep people satisfied.

Antonio Lo Presti

Chief Design Officer



WITH

INSIDE

The master of Virtual Reality pleasure is back, 
now more powerful and silent than ever before...
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THE TOP 20 
OPTIONS

#1 VirtualRealPorn.com 

Compatible with Kiiroo devices, 
VirtualRealPorn.com offer videos 
ranging from 180o views to full-on 
interactive, device compatible VR 
experiences. VirtualRealLove.com 
are also working on a VR videogame 
with superstar guest inclusions. The 
best of gaming and porn combined! 

#2 FeelMe 

Another Kiiroo compatible site, 
FeelMe offers a wide range of VR 
experiences. There’s even roleplay 
scenarios included, for those who 
want to get down and dirty with 
the law or stretch in new ways with 
their yoga instructor. Namast-ay 
home and enjoy the VR experience.  

#3 WankzVR 

Adorable ladies, cute outfits, and 
an extensive collection of VR 
experiences for users to enjoy. 
WankzVR is great for a general viewer 
looking for some good old fashioned 
fucking on a virtual platform.  

#4 VirtualRealGay.com 

Compatible with Playstation VR, 
Samsung Gear VR, Cardboard, HTC 
Vive, Oculus Rift, and more, this 
was the very first gay VR porn site 
made and continues to be the best.  

#5 BadoinkVR 

Having won an Xbiz award, and being 
featured on many different news 
outlets, BadoinkVR have a very large 
reputation and with good reason. This 
VR site offers 4k VR of the finest quality 
at a good length. There’s nice variety 
too, leading to some fun exploration.  

#6 SexLikeReal 

SexLikeReal offers an extensive 
VR porn library – over 3000 videos 
and still growing! What’s more, 
they’ve compiled it all in to an 
easily searchable app for you, 
making your VR browsing a breeze.  

#7 Naughty America 

With regular updates every few days, 
Naughty America is growing its VR 
library without sacrificing quality. 
Membership is reasonably priced 
and comes with traditional as well 
as VR porn. One for the regular user. 

#8 VRbangers 

There aren’t that many top star 
names on VRbangers, but what 
it lacks in star power it makes up 
for in creativity. All the usual VR 
categories are present, but so is a VR 
pardoy of Spiderman, Pokemon, and 
Game of Thrones (Game of Moans). 
Well worth a wank and a laugh.  
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#9 KinkVR 

A fan of the harder stuff? KinkVR specilaises in 
BDSM, role-play, fetishes, and various different 
relationship dynamics. It’s lacking in content 
at the moment, but this will evolve with time.  

#10 Camsoda 

Schedules VR live shows with complete Kiiroo 
compatibility. We’re sold on this unique way 

to experience adult VR, and we think you will 
be too.  

#11 HologirlsVR 

HologirlsVR is run by the same people as 
KinkVR but focuses more on star power 
and recognisable names such as Abella 
Danger, Joanna Angel, and Karmen Karma. 
Come for the stars, stay for the variety.  

#12 MetaverseXXX 

Are you a fan of indie games and creators? Then 
you’ll love MetaverseXXX – the best indie sex-
positive virtual reality porn on the market. This 
site is so DIY that some of the VR rigs are literally 
DIY creations. Unique and real to the XXXtreme.  

#13 VR Smash 

‘The future is cumming’, at least according to VR 
Smash. Not only that, it seems to be ‘cumming’ 
with high quality 180o and 360o offerings for 
full immersion. Check their popular tag out! 

#14 MobileVRXXX 

A site that offers written content to 
go alongside its VR offerings, so that 
the stories of your experience linger 
long after you remove the Oculus Rift.  

#15 VRHub 

Looking for some free virtual reality content 
so you can see if it’s right for you? VRHub 
have some of the best offerings out there.  

#16 VRPornFire 

VRPornFire also offer free content, some of which 
is 360o, making them great for anyone new to 
VR. They also keep up to date with industry 
news, allowing you ro become a VR Porn pro.  

#17 Burning Angel VR 

Tattoos beatuies thatare so hot they’re 
practically on fire. Enjoy this content but 
don’t linger too long – it’s burning hot! 

#18 RealJamVR 

Quality over quantity and high-grade 
compatibility are this company’s focus. 
They even offer binaural sound for that 
extra sense of realism. We approve! 

#19 Sssh.com 

All about female inclusivity, Sssh.com offers 
traditional porn, erotica, filming tips and, now 
VR. Films such as Empowering Ava really show 
off the female-driven mindset of Sssh.com, 
making it popular among VR-loving women.  

#20 BigTitsInVR 

A classic category favourite, the big breasted 
porn community now have an entire VR site 
to play with, featuring solo scenes and huge 
breasts. Just what the silicone surgeon ordered.
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FROM PORNOGRAPHIC 
POTENTIAL, TO THE FUTURE 

OF THE INDUSTRY:

In 2010 an individual called Palmer Luckey created the first prototype for what would go on to 
become the Oculus Rift. The system was only capable of rotational tracking, and wasn’t very 
efficient but what it did have was something more important than immediate efficiency, and 

that was potential. 

The Kickstarter for the Oculus launched in 2012 and interest was immediate. Other companies 
soon followed suit with their own moves towards VR and, by 2013, the obscure potential of VR 

was starting to become a more tangible reality.  

HOW VR PORN HAS GROWN 
OVER TIME 
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At the time VR was still difficult 
to integrate into adult film-
making, but perseverance 

swiftly led to an increase in both quality 
and quantity, as porn learnt how to 
make sexy 180 degree and then full 
360 shot. The market was carved and 
there was no going back. Come late 
2015 Kiiroo became VR compatible 
– marking yet another milestone in 
interactive VR pornography. Suddenly 
users couldn’t just see their virtually 
projected performers, but could feel 
them too, creating an entirely new 
level of immersion. Now VR porn isn’t 
just a talking point for Gizmodo, but 
other outlets such as Men’s Fitness, The 
NY Times, Mashable, and Forbes. Their 
conclusion? ‘VR Porn is Penetrating 
Our Minds.’ We couldn’t agree more.   

The Launch of VR 

VR was launched to the general public with a 
focus on gaming and video display but, let’s 
be honest, this technology was always going 
to have potential in the world of adult content.  

In 2014 popular online magazine Gizmodo published 
‘When Porn and Virtual Reality Collide’ officially making 
the world aware of the porn industry’s attempts to 
claim a space in VR. That claim was a massive success.

A Clench Followed By A Climax 
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What is it that has allowed VR porn (and 
VR technology in general) to go from 
a relatively obscure internet hype 

premise, to a full-on trend in multiple aspects 
of life? The obvious answer is the additional 
level of immersion that VR can offer. In recent 
years, there has been a general consumer shift 
towards more realistic ways of approaching 
technology and tech-geared content. Gamers 
have demanded smoother, more ‘cinematic’ 
animation quality from their products (with 
gaming systems scrambling to provide the 
most updated internal systems to allow for 
such innovations), cinema-goers are paying 
premium for 3-D features, Imax, and so fourth.  

The consensus is that greater immersion allows 
for greater entertainment, connection, and 
enjoyment. All things that the adult industry 
intuitively strives to provide. VR pornography 
thus fills the inevitable desire that we as 
humans have when it comes to craving ‘real’ 
experiences in all forms, even when it comes to 
virtual platforms. Plus, let’s face it – the notion 
of suddenly being able to make an encounter 
with your favourite porn start more tangible 
is the literal dream of many individuals. 

‘It’s A Match!’
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LOCK. LUBE. LIFT OFF.

The Fleshlight Launch strokes 
your Fleshlight up to 180 times 
per minute. 

https://www.kiiroo.com/collections/for-him/products/the-fleshlight-launch-powered-by-kiiroo?rfsn=809424.05d20


CHOICES, CHOICES 

But the desire for VR porn is not enough 
alone to have secured its success. A 
great amount of VR’s appeal is that there 

are so many ways to experience it. The Oculus 
Rift is still the unrivalled champion of VR (and 
VR pornography) but many other VR systems 
are compatible with adult pornography, 
making it a viable way for both creators and 
consumers to explore adult content. Windows 
MR, HTC Vive, Samsung Gear VR, PS VR, and 
Homido are all options that most VR porn sites 
are compatible with. Better yet, many VR porn 

sets are now completely compatible with VR-
enabling smartphones, meaning all you really 
need is a bit of cardboard and some know-
how to get started in the adult VR viewing 
scene. Many porn sites now also provide 
such cardboard devices as a complimentary 
gift for starting your membership, 
meaning VR porn is now accessible to all.   
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As for creators, sites such as 
MetaverseXXX have proven that you 
don’t need a pricy set-up to break in 

to the VR scene. Phone companies are, again, 
being very accommodating in providing their 

own accessible VR camera gear (with many 
retailing under $300) and devices such as the 
Insta360 Air can sometimes even retail at under 
$150, making becoming a VR pornographer 
all the more viable, even for solo performers. 

Where Do We Go From Here? 

The potential of VR porn doesn’t stand 
alone. While the industry as a whole 
are still working on perfecting the 

technology, a greater goal towards augmented 
reality (AR) is gaining traction as a distant 
possibility. Imagine what fully interactive, 
completely immersive, adult content might 
look like. Chances are your VR porn subscription 
might just help make that possibility a reality.  
Whatever the future of VR one thing is clear - 
historically pornography rarely follows, it leads. 
Adult demand helped accelerate technological 

advances in photography, VHS, DVD, and now 
has had a hand in the long term viability or VR. 
No doubt this is just the start of something 
greater, and porn will likely be leading the way.  
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TECH CONNEC T: HOW VR CAN 
HELP BRING PEOPLE CLOSER 

Since the launch of Kiiroo the focus has 
always been on connecting people. 
In 2014/15 this was done through the 

innovative use of teledildonics and a platform 
that allowed people to connect in real time 
and feel each other’s motions. At the time, 
the Kiiroo platform was an unprecedented 
move forward in the world of long-distance, 
interactive sex tech. The virtual reality (VR) 
came along and things expanded even further.

The Potential of VR 

While VR has mostly found its adult feet in 
the porn industry (something well worth 
commending), it also holds massive potential for 
couples to connect in the long term. 

VR isn’t currently very adept at providing 
live user-to-user interaction in real time (at 
least not with both using a VR device) but 
determined individuals can still make this 
happen. As the technology develops, there’s 
also a likelihood that we will either be able to 
create smoother VR interactions – allowing 
for sexual encounters with your partner via VR 
and Kiiroo simultaneously – or that augmented 
reality (AR) with expand things even further. 

If AR becomes a reality, then it may just be that 
devices such as Kiiroo will be seen as some of the 
very first stepping stones to helping make sexual 
AR accessible, which is a very exciting prospect for 
the many users who already enjoy and use Kiiroo.

                   The Here and Now

But, even without trying to glimpse in to the 
future, there is no doubt that VR has already 
helped create huge emotional benefits for 

users and enable people to connect in new and 
exciting ways.  If  two individuals in a long-distance 
relationship wanted to, one could easily buy one 
of the accessible VR cameras on the market and 
essentially create their own VR porn for their 
partner to enjoy. This progressive step in amateur 
(and intimate) pornography is a progressive step 
when it comes to people claiming sex positivity 
in a digital landscape. It also enables two 
individuals who might otherwise be separated 
to display a more tangible sense of intimacy. 
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The Kiiroo Couple Set 2 was designed to ease the distance 
and close the gap, because who wouldn’t like to feel their 
lovers intimate touch when they are away?
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Getting Freaky with Tech 

Adding a more sexually explorative and 
progressive angle to this, partners could decide 
that they want one or both/all of those involved 
in the relationship to try publishing amateur 
pornography together and then submitting 
that in to the market – playing on voyeuristic 
elements of sex, sexuality, and relationships.  

Partners could even add creating VR porn 
content to the list of things they enjoy doing 
when united, and create a long-lasting, virtual 
projection of the rare times that they are 
able to make a physical connection. There 
is something tender to be said about this. 

Making the Inaccessible Accessible 

VR can also do a lot to increase the mental 
and physical wellbeing of individuals who 
might otherwise be struggling to feel a strong 
sexual connection to others. A person who 
is struggling with a physical disability, for 
example, might find that VR porn provides 
them with the closest viable way to interact 
with another individual sexually in an 

environment that they are comfortable with. 
This can be a literal lifeline for those who 
struggle with their bodies and/or their minds 
and simply don’t have the same accessibility 
to sexual connections that others do. 

Fear and Possibility  

Those struggling with social anxiety, 
agoraphobia, or other similarly connection-
based mental health problems might also 
find that VR porn provides them with a safe 
space to explore their sexuality. Such users 
could potentially use VR pornography to 
mentally prepare themselves for further 
social interactions. Alternatively, users with 
poor mental health might just simply enjoy 
exploring adult VR for what it is, with no pressure 
to progress to ‘real’ sexual experiences. How 
one chooses to celebrate and acknowledge 
their own sexual identity is highly personal, 
after all, and should not be bound to societal 
expectations. VR underpins this by making 
the previously impossible possible and giving 
people yet another platform to experience 
sex their way, on their terms, no exceptions.
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WHAT CAN WE TAKE FROM 
ALL OF THIS? 

VR has often been dismissed as a 
gimmick or a simple ‘fad’ by those who 
have no need to engage with it. But to see 
VR in this way is incredibly dismissive.  

While not everyone will find enjoyment 
in VR, those who do will often find so 
much more than just that one emotion.  

VR is, as with all sex tech, a move towards 
yet more ways for people to connect: 
Connect with others and connect 
with themselves, and their needs 
and emotions as a social, communal, 
and, yes, even passionate individual.  

Although VR itself is just a tool, the 
way that creators have used it in the 
adult industry, and the demand and 
feedback that users have given, is 
testament to the power and necessity 
of such developments in sex tech. 
VR presented an opportunity and 
people seized it, in acknowledgement 
of the fundamental importance of 
sexual happiness and well-being. 
If that’s not amazing, then what is?  
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GE T AN ULTRA SEXY 
DISCOUNT ON YOUR 

VIR TUAL REALIT Y 
SEX TOYS

Gives you a 15% site-wide discount on Kiiroo.com

Coupon is valid on purchases over $50 until 
March 1st of 2018 
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